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relevant meaning than words do.7 In contrast, Huddleston picks up a number of points in his
criticism from below, which means that there is no sense of the overall gramrnatical picture they
fit into. His discussion of the adverbial group and the verbal group are cases in point, to which
we will retum below.

From very early on in the development of systemic theory (e.g. Halliday 1967), Halliday has
emphasized the importance of 'shunting'. Thus categories in IFG are intended to be responsible
both upwards and downwards -- both in terms of stratification and rank. It is possible to try to
characterize categories such as Subject only in terms of recognition criteria from below (case,
agreement, and so on) as Huddleston does on p.169, but such dtaracterizations are one-sided and
skewed; they fail to relate the categories upwards and thus also fail to explain anything about
them. Once we have recognized the responsibility of a category such as Subject towards all
aspects of its environment in the system, we canbegin to reason meaningfully about syndromes of
features that combine to form prototypical Subjects. For instance, if the Subject does not assign
modal responsibility (its interpersonal contribution to ihe clause) to a participant in the
transitivity structure of a clause, we can expect that it will be lacking in certain other properties
associated with Subjects. This happens in English in existential clauses with there as Subject and
meteorological clauses with fl as Subject; and 'Subjects' in English and Tagalog have to be
differentiated along just these lines (cf. Schachter, '1976,7977; Martin, 1983). Huddleston (1984:

68 ff) points out that existential Subjects are not prototypical8 bnt the important question is what
the explanation is. To get at the explanation, we need to look to the semantico-functional
characterization of Subject.

(iii) Simultaneous perspectives on grammar. Traditional approaches to the study of granunar are
parsimonious rather than extravagant. Formal granunar, in particular, has tended to emphasize
one particular line of interpretation at each level of description. As far as grarunar is concerned,
this has led to astringent models which export descriptive responsibility for semantic and
pragmatic phenomena to other levels. In contrast, Halliday's approach is an importing one:
'semantic' and 'pragmatic' considerations integrated into the grammatical description as far as
possible, interpreted as the t}ree metafunctional components of his grammatical description. It
is this metafunctional perspective which gives rise to simultaneous ideationai (more delicately
logical and experiential), interpersonal, and textual layers of structure. The grammatical
description is polyphonic (Halliday, 7978) - that is to say, tiered, not unlike the multi-tiered
representations provided by Autosegmental Phonology (e.g., Goldsmith, 1979).

All of this elicits objections from Huddleston. But beyond this Halliday introduces the idea of
grammatical metaphor (IFG Chapter 10; Halliday, 1988), which in effect introduces tlte
possibility of double or even multiple grammatical codings of a single clause. Consider for
example the following proportionality:

(1) He argud that they shouldn't go and so they didn't
(2) His argument that they not go prevented their departure

Halliday suggests that the first of these can be adequately described as 'processed' once by the
granunar: it is a clause complex with the structure Ia Ip 2, with one projecting verbal clause
followed by two material ones. For the second clause, however, Halliday would suggest at least
two layers of grammatical interpretation. The 'literal' reading is as a circumstantial identifying
clause with a nominalized Token (His argument that they not go) and a nominalized Value
(their departure); the'figurative' or 'transferred' reading is as for the analysis of the first
example above. Halliday refers to multiple grammatical codings of this kind as grammatical
metaphors. Alongside metafunctional layering, this perspective dramatically increases the
descriptive power of his grammatical theory. The concept of grammatical metaphor is critically
related to a number of Huddleston's objections and will be taken up where relevant below. Now,
let's turn to the question of how to interpret and evaluate analytical problems and apparent
counter-examples.
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4" The naftrre of 'problems' and'counter'examples'

Huddleston seems to tend to assume that an analytical problem is necessarily negative: this is
the basis of his argument against a rank-based gfammar in his Section II:2. However, whenever
there is a problem, it is just as important to ask whether it is in fact desirable and informative.
The framework we use should be such that it brings out problems of interpretation; it shouldn't
neutralize them" For instance, a multi-functional interpretation of the clause in English will

bring out problems of analysis such as incongruent constituent structures from the three
metafunctions. A uni-functional analysis would not bring out these problems (nor would an
analysis based solely on grammatical classes);but if one is interested in explaining how grammar
works instead of simply describing it, then this failure to bring them out is a short-coming rather
than a benefit. Conflicting constituent structures show where there is tension in the system --

where the metafunctions pull in different directions, as it were. For instance, the textual Theme ^

Rheme organization of the clause and the interpersonal Mood ^ Residue organization may
coincide but they may also draw major boundaries at different places in the clause and this helps
us account for the possible placement of certain adjuncts, either between Theme and Rheme or
between Mood and Residue (IFG, P. 83).

How do we identify problems for the framework? Again and again, Huddleston argues from

single (de-contextualized) counter-examples. This was, of course, a corunon strategy in
generative work in the 1960s and supported the rapid developrnent of ideas within a Ctromskyan
paradigm. But it should be abundantly clear by now that just displaying counterexamples is of
very questionable value (as has indeed been pointed out by Chomsky). Surely the idea that they
can be used to prove a theory 'wrong' went out of fashion in the 1960s (cf. Kulrr, 1962).lf rl e deal
with highly developed interpretations of grammar such as the one presented in IFG, alleged
counter-examples have to be evaluated and interpreted very carefully. For instance, Halliday
makes a very powerful generalization in IFG to the effect that facts cannot function as
participants in material clauses in English whereas they can participate as phenomena in
mental ones. Huddleston dismisses this generalization as follows: "there is nothing
ungramrrratical about such material process clauses as the fact that it had been shoun to be a

forgery ruined his argumenf". He doesn't stop to ask how examples of this type are to be
interpreted. For instance, what type of material processes are involved? (Note that what is
ruined is a verbal construct, his argumenf, represented by means of a nominalization --

Huddleston's example involves grammatical metaphor.) Is the interpretation of. the fact that ...
in the example above comparable to the fact that it had been shown to be a t'orgery worried him?
Consider these mental clauses:

(3) that it had been shown to be a forgery worried him
(4) it worried him that it had been shown to be a forgery

(5) that the painting was genuine pleased her
(6) it pleased her that the painting was genuine

(7) that the painting was a forgery didn't occur to her
(8) it didn't occur to her that the painting was a forgery

and contrast the following material examples:

(9) that it had been shown to be a forgery ruined his argument
(10) ?? it ruined his argument that it had been shown to be a forgery

(11) ? that the experiment had failed destroyed her life
(12) * it destroyed her life that the experiment had failed

Note that it is because the grammatical metaphor in the first pair is based in part on a verbal
process that the grammaticality difference between the two arises; it is obviously more natural
for an embedded metaphenomenon to destroy a nominalized one than to destroy a
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macrophenomenon. We will return to this particular counter-example later in the context of
Huddleston's discussion. The general point is that the treatment of an example as a counter-
example is an act of interpretation.

5. The naturc of Huddleston's argument

We have noted that Huddleston does not evaluate IFG in its own terms; for instance, he does not
pick up on its text-based nature. Whether one agrees or disagrees with this approach, there are
aspects of his style of argument that are highly questionable. For instance, in an attemPt to reject
a criterion Halliday puts forward for distingurshing between material and mental processes,
Huddleston simply writes "Point (iv) has to do with the structure of the lexicon" and leaves it at
that. But surely unsupported and unelaborated claims of this kind scarcely constitute an
argument for rejecting a criterion. We will return to this example and others like it. Here the
facts are at least reasonably accessible to readers of the review who have not read IFG. But
there are a number of occasions where Huddleston's argunents simply misrepresenf what
Halliday says and it is obviously impossible for anybody who has not read IFG carefully to spot
the problem; this is hardly fair. For instance, on a number of occasions when Halliday discusses a
certain type of example indicating how it relates to his account of the grammar, Huddleston cites
a similar example as a counter-example to Halliday's account without referring to or mentioning
Halliday's discussion of that type of example. Anybody who has not read IFG will naturally
assurne that Huddleston is playing fair and will conclude that Halliday has overlooked the
issue. Again, we will identify a number of examples in our discussion (e.g., Halliday's clause ff
reallg lkes rne, where the Senser is it, something cited as a problem by Huddleston witiout
reference to Halliday's example).

Huddleston also engages in an unfortunate practice of glossing what Halliday says and then
arguing about his own glosses rather than Halliday's original interpretation. For instance, this
happens to Theme, which Huddleston glosses as 'topic', and to the modal responsibility of
Subject, which Huddleston glosses as 'agentivity'. This is a slippage in the first case from the
general category (Theme) to a subtype (topical Theme) and in the second from one metafunction
(interpersonal: responsibility) to another (ideational: agentivity). In this context, it is
absolutely essential to recall Halliday's observation (p. xxxiii) that "a label is no more than the
name of a proportional relation, or of a term in such a relation, or of some means whereby a
proporlional relation is expressed" and he warns us against the danger of reifying the labels and
*guitg from them rather than the proportionalities themselves (we will return below to t.l.e
problem of Huddleston's failure to discuss labels in terms of the grammatical proportionalities
they erpress and a number of the questionable proportionalities his alternative analyses i-ply).
For instance, to get at t}re meaning of Theme in English, we should not perform lexical analysis on
partial glosses such as 'topic' or 'what the clauses is about' but look at the use of the
Theme / Rheme proporlionality in discourse. But Huddleston tends to argue from his own glosses

of Halliday's categories.

Even if Huddleston disagrees fundamentally with IFG, it seelns to us that his comments are often
unproductively negative. For inslance, consider Huddleston's comments on IFG's coverage:

Haltiday's Introduction to Functional Gramnnr is the most comprehensive account of
English that has yet appeared within the framework of his theory of grammar. It is
nevertheless quite selective and uneven in its coverage, for example '..

(In fact, Halliday's coverage is limited in a functionally principled way; he does not pursue the
analysis beyond group/phrase rank.) This assessmert can be contrasted with Hudson's {1986:794)
quite positive comments:

The coverage [of IFG] is unusual - [Halliday] tmds to continue his analyses at the points where

other linguists give up in despair, such as intonation, topicalization, adverbials, and the fuzzy
area where sentence structure fades into discourse struchre. ... IFG is a challenging book - it
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challenges those of us who are outsiders to see if we can produce anything as impressive in its
scope and internal consistency.

It can also be contrasted with Huddleston's corrunents on the coverage of his own book on English
syntax (Huddleston, 1984), which aims "to give a reasonably careful and precise accou.nt of major
areas of English gtarnmar".

We will now ftirn to a discussion of Huddleston's review, section by section"

II. Huddleston's review

Huddleston's discussion is divided into four sections: an introduction (section 1), a discussion of
rank and various related issues (Section 2), a section on interpersonal and textual functions
(Section 3), and a section on granunaticalization (with two main topics, ideational functions and
the verbal group; Section 4).

1. lntr,oduction

Huddleston observes in his introduction that "we find a massive difference in the aspects of
English that interest Halliday and those that occupy scholars working within, say, a
Chomskyan framework." It is important to note what lies behind the difference (Huddleston
doesn't, except to suggest that it is a matter of personal interest). The point is that *re aspects
discussed in IFG are text-driven: the priorities are set by the need to attempt a global
understanding of how a gammar works in relation to natural text. In contrast, the aspects given
most attention in the current Chomskyan framework are theory-driven: they are selected because
of their yield in terms of the theory and there is no reason to attempt a more global coverage.

Huddleston (p. 138-9) goes on to note concerning Wh-elements that scholars working within the
Chomskyan framework have

devoted enonnous attention to the range of possible 'underlying'positions that allow
interrogative phrases (so that what does she think that he used? is allowable
while *ukat b she furious because he useil? is not, and so on), whereas all Halliday
has to say on the issue is 'The WHelement is always conflated with one or another
of the three functions Subject, Complement or Adjunct' (83). Admittedly the problem
of preventing tJre generation of deviant strings does not arise directly when the
attention is on textual analysis, but Halliday does not consider the analysis of any
example such as the above, where the WH-element is contained within a clause
that is embedded in or hypotactically dependent on the interrogative clause itself -
a significant omission given that such structures present problems for the hypotaxis
analysis ...

There will obviously be many significant omissions in a book that Halliday (IFG, p. x) would
have liked to have called a Short Introduction 9 W"'." not sure this is one of them -- examples
such as uhat does she think that he used? are actually not very corrunon in natural text (such as
the London-Lund corpus). In any case, it is important not to assurne that simply because a
particutar topic isn't included in IFG it could not be: it is curious to say the least to compare IFG
with the whole of the Chomskyan literature, as Huddleston seems to do. In fact, what Halliday
presents in IFG is highly relevant to examples such as what does she think that he used? and
the issue is not just how they are to be specified syntactically but how they are to be explained"
Although Halliday does not discuss such examples, his distinction between projection and
expansion, his differentiation between hypotaxis and rankshift, and his category of
interpersonal metaphors of modality are the foundation of an interpretation of such examples.
Huddleston's class of problematic examples, those with extended Wh and/or Theme selection
such as what does she think he used,are limited to projecling hypotaxis and are interpretable as
interpersonal grammatical metaphors. Parataxis, rankshift (embedding); expansion; and
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projecting hypotaxis not interpretable as interpersonal grammatical metaphors are excluded --

see Table 1.

Table 1: Wh selections from projected B clauses

Let's consider these distinctions briefly'

(i) Projection vs. expansion. First of all, Halliday draws a fundamental distinction between

projection and expansion (IFG Ch. 7) and this helps us see the-difference between Huddleston's

two examples and other rutut"d ones. The general principle is that we find wh-selections beyond

the simple clause with projection but not witJl expansion :

projection:

(13) what does she think that he used - ?
(14) what does she saY that he used - ?
(15)what do You suPPose he used - ?
(16)what do you wish You had used - ?

expansion:

(17) *what is she furious because he used - ?
(18) *what is she furious when he uses - ?

ifgi -wtrat is she furious, which he is surprised at -?
izOi .*rrat is she furious, besides being sad because of - ?

(There are examples interpretable as cases of hypotactic expansion where the Wh is selected

from the dependent, "*p*aing clause; but the expanding clause is non-finite, as in the following

examples taken from Haimai & Thompson (r9b4: 51i - what did you uak along singing -?

wlut did you stop playing tennis to look it - ? uhat did she run out of the room holleting - ? )

(ii) Hypotaxis vs. rankshift. Not all projected clauses can serve as the source of the candidate

conflating with wh or Theme; only those that are hypotactically related can' Halliday draws

a distinction between hypotaxis and rankshift. Wt find the extended Wh-selection with

Pfojection

Vhat did she sag
he used - ?hypota<is

rankshift
(eobedding)
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hypotaxis (from the dependent dause) but not with rankshift. we can thus ruurow down thecategory of the extended domain of wh-selection to hypotactically related proy"ctiorr*

hypotaxis:

(21) what did she wish rhar she had done ?
(22) what did she believe that he had done ?

rankshift:

(rankshifted projections, i.e. facts)

(23) *what did she relIret the fact that she had done ?
(24) "what did she believe the claim that he had done Z

(rankshifted expansions:)

(25) *what did she meet a man who had done ?
(26) *what does [doing _ ] tire you?

(Note that the hlP.otactic re_lation^ of projection can_be repeated., reflected structurally ininterdependency chains -- q,--> B --i r -> 6 etc." These ihains define the scope of wH-selection; for example: a:ukat aia ueniy think B:uoryirii*ra ythtit iiir-noa *;a 6;that Elizabeth had done _? )

{iii) Type of projection: projections interpretable as metaphors vs. congruent ones. Not allhypotactic projections are open to wh- andTheme'selections- from t}te projected clause and. wecan narrow the class down by reference to-Halliday's notion of interpersonal metaphor.Halliday discusses interpersonal metaphors of modaliiy (mC, ch. 10). They include cases ofhlpotactic projection,*lt:tg.ftg modality is representJ us u-pro;ecting clause such as I thirk.For instance, he'Il probablg fix the car is ietatedjo{ thirki;'i'ltin"rri rr,i, r,"rp, us see oneprinciple behind the extended domain of wh-seleaion with hypotactic projection: the projecting
93"tt is interpretable as a kind of modality serving as an aajrinct in the clause from which the\Arh-candidate is selected. Thus while wh'at ao yoJ *;i ni;ilir _ ? involves two ctauses inthe congruent reading it only involves one in fre metaphoriia reaain g: u*ai .,ill ne probably['you think'] fix _?

The key thus lies in Halliday's notion of the projecting clause as a metaphor: when theprojection (she thinks) is coded as a phrase such ls in her"aiew inside what wis the projectedclause above (she thinks he used x), th; element conflated with the wh is u ,-ki";';onstituentof the interrogative clause:

(27) what in her view did he use _ ?

similarly with the marked Theme this n,he example This I think oscar futsalso (taken fromR' Quirk & J' svartvik's.Corpus of English conversation;, *here I think is a metaphoricalexpression of 'probably" There are thus t*o analyses, one where I thinkis a proiecting clause in aclause complex and one where it is a modal adjunct in t},e ciirrse this oscar Jeels also (The moodtag operates according to the second anaiysis; it is doesn't he rathes than don,t I: This I thinkOscar feels also doan't he); se Figure 2.

- 1 6 -
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TLis rLi* 0scar feels elso

'probsbl  
U'

Theme

Phenomenon Senser Process

Complementllodal i t g Subject Fi nite

Fig.2: Metaphorical interpretation of I thir* as Modality

But note what the nature of the Wh-element is in non-projecting altematives like the onq above:

it is "one or another of the three functions Subject, Complement or Adjunct" (IFG, p. 83). (In the

example above, it is Complement / Phenomenon.)

Mental clauses of cognition such as I think, I suppose, I belieue, I ittugine, I assume, I guas, I

rukon can serve as metaphorical representations of modality; but we find ir',terpersonal

metaphors of a similar kind outside of the domain of modality. For instance, verbal clauses such

asl uy, I suggat, I report can serve to represent the 'angle' that would otherwise be expressed by

means of an Adjunct as in Who according to gou has accas to the office? That is:

(28) who did you say has access to the office
(29) who according to you has access to the office

(30) who do you think has access to the office
(31) who in your opinion has access to the office

These are arguably more clause-like than I think &c. in other respects; for instance, the

projecting clause is picked up in the tag: I say he has access to the olfice don't I? vs. I think he

has accas to the ot'fice doesn't he?

With the help of the category of interpersonal metaphors of modality, we can now also see why

examples involving interrogative (rather than declarative) projection (what did he ask

whethZr he would fixh md behavioural (rather than verbal or mental) proiection (ukat did he

frown that he wouid fix?) are odd. The problem with these examples lies with tl.e nature of the

projecting clause (he frown, he ask). Agnationlo pairs like he'tt probabty fix the car : I think

ne'ti 1ix tie car are only possible when the projecting clause can be interpreted as a modality,

attribution, or other interpersonal assessment, which happens when the projecting process is

verbal or mental: cognitive. However, when the projecting clause cannot be interpreted along

these lines there is no agnate clause such as he'IIprobably fix the car where the projecting clause

corresponds to a modal adjunct; consequently, behaviotual and interrogative verbal projections

are not possible with the pattern discussed here.

(a) Behavioural processes pressed into projecting service (mumblg grin, t'town, wince, etc.) ocanr

with parataxis, i.e. projecting quotes. They are marginal in any case with hypotaxis, i.e.

projecilng reports. itrus wtrlte we might find slre sighed that she had burnt the steak, she
jrowned thot she had burnt the steak is probably not acceptable. Behavioural processes cannot

rtuna ur metaphors for modality, attribution, etc. so they are not possible with \A/h- and other

Theme.selections from the projected clause. We can contrast the following two sets:

- 1 7 -
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projection (verbal / mental):

(32) what did she say that she would do - ?
(33) what did she say that she had eaten - ?

projection (betravioural):

(34) *what did she sigh that she would do _ ?
(35) *what did he smile that he had eaten - ?

(b) Similarly, the metaphorical interpretation is possible for indirect statements (i.e., reported
statements) but not for indirect questions. Again, this is reflected in the possibilities of selecting

the Wh+lement from the projected clause:11

projection: statement

(36) what did she say he had done - ?

projection: question

(37) *what did she ask whether he had done - ?

These are the broad outlines of the picture .. obviously, much more can be said. What is
significant here is that the categories Halliday presents in IFG are l.ighly relevant to an
understanding of examples such as ukat doa she think he used? It would take too long to pursue
the issue further here (see Matthiessen, 1988); we'll come back to it in another context. The
important point in the present context is that the IFG text is limited in space, but the systeffi
behind it is not and by working with the categories presented in IFG we can address many issues
that are not induded in IFG. Furthermore, far from creating problems for hypotaxis analysis, we
have seen that hypotaxis analysis gives us an essential insight into the nature of examples such
as what does she think he used?

We will make just one more observation before leaving Huddleston's introductory section. It is
interesting to note that the examples of what Huddleston considers that IFG has to offer are for
him "points of detait": the relations between time and space (pp. 13&9), participles as Epithets
or Classifiers (pp. 1&-5), phrasal verbs (p. 185), but (pp. 208, 213), the contrast between arho
saiil that? artduko said so? {p.2341, do vs.do * (p. 299), the difference between ellipsis and so
substitution (p. 302)) - details that can safely be consumed without in any way challenging
traditional conceptions of grammar. But it is important to make it very clear that it is precisely
because of Halliday's general interpretation of grammar that it is possible to generate and make
sense of points of detail of the kind Huddleston identifies, which general interpretation
Huddleston goes on to reject in the remainder of his artide. Furthermore, an abundance of similar
observations can be generated from Halliday's interpretation.

2. Rank

Huddleston's Section 2 is devoted to a criticism of Halliday's notion of rank, which was
introduced into the theory in Halliday (1961). Since then, the power of rank-based organization

has been demonstrated both within grarunar (e.g., Hudson, 1957) and outside of gramma; 12--

phonology (e.g. Halliday,1967; Johnston 1988), discourse (e.g. Sindair and Couithard, 1975), and
action (e.g. Steiner, 1985). The theory of grammar has also been developed in such a way that
additional benefits of a rank-based theory of grammar have come into focus.

When we base a grarunar on rank, this is reflected in a number of different ways. One central
aspect is the nature of constituenry: rank-based constituency is different from immediate
constituency (IC) analysis. The former is associated with minimal functional bracketing, while
the latter works with maximal bracketing in terms of grammalical classes. It would take too long
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to discuss these differences in detail here but some contrasting examples are given in Table 2 (the
formall3 analyses are adapted from Radford, 19g1).

Huddleston seems to prefer IC-analysis; he suggests that "the shortcomings of rank-based
constituency are, indeed, more apParent in the current functional grarnmar tfrfi in the original
scale-and-category model"' We will deal with the alleged shortcomings below simply ,,Jti1g
first that the benefits of rank-based constituency are more apparent in the current functionalgrammar. We will mention just three points.

(i) Rank and the nature of grammatical structure" The different modes of syntagmatic
organization in the current functional framework serve to bring out the value of a rank-based
8r'urunar. It would take a long time to discuss and illustrate this point in detail so we'll just
zummarize the treatments ilr 

lfc abstractly. Clauses have multi-funfoonal layered constituency
structure (IFG, Chapte_rs 2-5) -- experiential (transitivity structure), intlrpersonal (mood
struchue), and texfual (theme strucfure). In contrast, the structures of groups originate within one
metafunction (IFG, Ctrapter 6) - the ideational one; but they draw on two different modes of
organization within that metafunction, constituency and inierdependency. Thus we have thesituation shown in Table 3.

The rank-based interpretation of the grammar enables us to begin to explain these principles oforganization. The highest unit on the rank scale, the clause, hls evolved structuraily to reflect
and accommodate higher-level meanings across the functional spectrum - including d.iscourse
semantic meanings. Groups are like clauses in that they have multivariate constituency
structures;l4 but at the same time they are interpretable as word. complexes (up to a point) and
this is reflected in their logical interdependency structure. Their intermediate status on the rank
scale is symbolized by the reconciliation of these two modes of expression -- constituency from the
clause and interdependency from word complexes. Phrases -. 

'ut 
liLu groups in that ihey don,thSve a logical interdependency structur"; ti't"y are more like a pwe (experiential) ,replay, ofdauses at a lower rank and this is quite signifiiant, as we will see jater o., is".rio., u:Z.st.
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Table 3: Structure type and rank

(ii) The difference between ranking and rankshifted clauses. The development of the
interpersonal and textual interpretations of the clause in the functional grammar helps us
understand the difference between ranking and rankshifted clauses. (1) The down-ranked status
of a rankshifted clause is marked structurally in some way and the structural marking is
thematic as structural theme (as in a defining relative clause). (2) Furthermore, a rankshifted
clause is always invariable in mood and its tiematic potential is much more limited than that
of a ranking clause. (3) Most importantly from a functional point of view, a rankshifted clause is
not accessible to discourse argunentation. For instance, did he can only challenge the
independent ranking clause in the following example, not the rankshifted one:

(38) A: Sue met again with the woman who came to dinner last night.
B: Did she?

(Cf. the questionable nature of the following exchange:

(39) A: Sue met again with the man who came to dinner last night.
B: Did he?)

In this respect, rankshifted clauses differ from hypotactically dependent ones; the following
drallenge to the although clause is quite plausibie:

(40) A: Sue met again with her husband although he had behaved like a perfect fool the
previous day.

B: Had he?

(iii) Ranking elements of structure" The identification of the textual metafunction allows us to
r@son about what can be thematized. The basic principle is that themes are selected from the
functionally labelled elements of one clause. Note that a rank-based grammar makes it very
dear what this means - ranking eiements include from an ideational point of view participants,
circumstances, and the process but not their subparts since these are elements of the units at the
rank next below, not of the clause; they are thus simply inaccessible at the rank of clause.
Transformational grammarians spent a lot of time trying to develop constraints that reflect this
basic principle, since an lC-based grammar will allow us to thematize most anything: for
instance, since it isn't possible to thematize prt of a complex (coordinate) group realizing an
element of clause structure, it is necessary to formulate a constraint that will prevent a

Dulti\raf i ate constituenc y Llnivar iate int erd ep endency

exPeriential : transitivity
interpersonal: roood
textual : theroe

(basically) experiential :
Dodification by category

logical: generalized
modification

[ (basically) experiential :
inflectional structtue l

logical: derivational str.
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transformation from picking only one part of a complex grglP' Huddleston doesn't cornment on

this issue in relation to ut" Io*p-ison-of lC-based and rank-based grammars, but it is important

to recognize its fundamental character.

Now, it is possible under certain specific conditions to thematize an element that is 'outside' a

clause either in terms of projection iin a hypotactic clause complex) or in terms of rank" But these

conditions serve to Urlng out the Uemend'ous power of Halliday's rank-based-interpretation of

gru*** rather than un?ermine it. They at" ult concerned with potentiai ambivalences in the

irammatical interpretation of a particular pattern. The basic principle il ,:tut" the thematic

llement that originates 'outside' tle clause must be interpretable as a ranking element of that

clause under an alternative analysis. We have already illustrated this principle in -relation to

themes from projected hypotuiti. d"p"t dent claujes where the ambivalence lies in the

interpretation or tl.t" projecting clause (-section II:1) and will return to the principle in section

II:2.5 below" We wili now tr-in to Huddleston's discussion of multivariate and univariate

structure in relation to rank.

2"1 Multivariate and univariate structure

(i) Clause complexes, transcription, and total accountability

In discussing complexes, Huddleston writes: 'These complexes have pr:rely univariate strucfures

and with one unexplained exception they fall outside the scope of the total accountability

requirement." Since i-lalliday doesn't mention the requirement in his introductory book it would

seem that he cannot reasonably be expected to explain exceptions to it.15 However, let's look at

this alleged exception. This is the problem Huddleston finds:

total accountability is apparently retained for the clause complex' The

grammatical category initiaily called the sentence comes to be renamed clause

Iomplex 1p. 193) -I freeing the term sentence for a rank in the writing system" The

amended terminology brlngs out the parallelism between univariate structures

consisting of clauseJand those consisting of groups or words: JiIl uaket out of the

room and Tom dashed after her is a clause complex, the boss and her husband a

(nominal) group complex, more and more(as inhe's getting more and more pedantic)

a word comptex. But Halliday then says that a written 'sentence can be treated as

one clause complex, with the "simple; (one clause) sentence as the limiting case""

This implies thai a clause complex may consist of a single clause -- and, as remarked

above, the notational system with 'III; for what is now a clause complex boundary

and 'II' for a clause boundary implies total accountability at both ranks. Note that

there is no boundary signal distinct from the group marker 'I' to indicate group

complexes: these are sholvn simply by the Greek l9tler-or Arabic numeral labelling

of groups. Why then is the clause-complex treated differently with respect to total

accountabilitY?

Since Halliday actually says that the sentence as a unit of. writing can be a clause complex and

t1.�at a one-clause sentence is the limiting case it hard to know what to respond to the implication

Huddleston finds that a clause complei may be a single clause: Halliday writes "sentence" and

Huddleston reads "clause complex".

The general point is that a clause or any other unit- of th9 glammar -is always a potential

"*puirlol poi1t, the potential beginning oia complex; this is the nature of complexes, which are

p*"ly univariately organized (is opposed to multivariately organized units): complexes are

non-constructional -- ihat is, theii elements are not to be seen as parts of wholes; the

interpretation of clause complexes is through interdependency rather than constituency'

Halliiay (1985a) presents an analysis of one fairly complex clause complex and then goes on to

comment:
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The clauses that go to make up a clause complex such as this one are not embedded
one inside another. The speaker does not construct a mental plan of the grammar in
advance, like a completed architectural drawing; rather, he sets out on a jowney,
and eadr lap of the journey takes him to a point from where he can set out again. One
lap may be dependent on another, in the sense that he sets out for point (a) because
this is a good way of getting to point (b); but each lap is a distinctive stage in his
progress. The grammar (that is, the model of grammar) that is used for interpreting
casual conversation needs to represent the clause complex in this fashion, rather
than as a static edifice of structural constituents.

It is the on-going nature of clause complex development that we need to come to grips with,
according to Halliday. We need to develop a type of grammar that can deal with the dynamics
of spoken discowse and one central aspect of this is the open-ended natue of dause complexes.

Now let's go on to consider the alleged notational problem with 'III', 'II', and 'I' Huddleston is
interested in - the problem that clause complexes and other complexes are not transcribed in
parallel ways. First of all, it can be noted that these symbols are part of the resources for
ttanscibing text according to the grammatical analysis in a perspicuous way. They are obviously
not part of the theory of grammar and to treat them as such (as Huddleston does) is misleading.
Clearly, if Huddleston or anybody else using the granunar feels that the transcriplion is easier
to read without boundary markers between the clauses of a clause complex, they can leave them
out: the information can be inferred from the analysis of the univariate structwe of the clause
complexes - once the analysis has been carried out. Second, the parallels between dause
complexes and other complexes are brought out in the descfiptior, where they are treated as
paratactic or hypotactic univariate chaining structures.

(ii) Groups; the adverbial group

Let's now consider an issue at group rank. Huddleston suggests that the existence of the adverbial
group in the grammatical interpretation is unnecessary. Since it has only a univariate structure
and not a multivariate one as well (unlike the nominal goup and the verbal group), it could, he
suggests, be treated as an ad.verbial word complex along the same lines as aery gently in the aery
gmtly simmeing stau; aery gently would not be analyzed as an adverbial group in IFG but
simply as a submodifying adverb complex.

To begin, it is important to ask why the existence of both possibilities should be a problem. It
might very well be the case that from one point of view (say from the point of view of its function
in dause structure) this unit is a group, but that from another point of view (from the point of
view of its own internal structwe) it is simply a word complex. In general, the theory and the
interpretation are useful if they bring out potential tensions in t}le system of the grarunar.
However, let's look more dosely at Huddleston's reductionist suggestion.

(i) The adverbial group alternates with the prepositional phrase in realizing circumstances in
the clause (as inllllIef 's leaae tQlllgllep.]_on Mondali, interpersonal and textual adjuncts (or indeed
postmodifying qualifiers in the nominai group: the meeting ltesterda! I on Monda! was a huge
succas). This is an important reason for recognizing an adverbial group. It can form complexes
with prepositional phrases (e.g. Let's leaue tomorrow or on Monda!: let's luae tomorrow. i.e. on
Mondag ). The choice between adverbial goup and prepositional pfuase depends partly on the
particular type of circumstance, interpersonal, or textual adjunct. For instance, circumstances of
Manner: quality tend to be realized by adverbial groups (she waked quickly) whereas
specifications of Means are typically realized by prepositional phrases (she walked with a
strck). But, in general, the adverbial group and the prepositional phrase have the same
functional range.

(ii) Now, how does the adverbial group compare with adverb complexes such as very gently in
the wry gently simmeing stew ? If Huddleston was right in suggesting that they should be
treated the same way (as adverb complexes) and that Halliday's differentiation is an
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unmotivated artefact of the principle of total accountability, they should be the same.
However, they dearly aren't the premodifying adverb complex cannot normally be expanded by
a prepositional pfuase (through coordination or apposition; eg. ??the aery gentlg, i.e" with
great gentleness, simmering soup; cf. the soup was simmering aery gently, i.e. with great
gentleness). Moreover, the range of adverbs in the adverb complexes is much smaller than the
range of adverbs serving as Head of the adverbial goup; the former is largely restricLed to
intensifying adverbs of various kinds or, submodifying participial premodifiers such as
simmering, adverbs of qualitative manner, while the latter spans the full range of adverbs
(induding those of time and space).

(iii) One further important reason for recognizing the adverbial group is that it can have a
rankshifted 'qualifier' just like the nominal group" Thus we fnd the star was simmering more
gently than the soup. In contrast, adverbial submodifiers in the nominal group are awkward
with rankshifted qualifiers:

(41) ??the more gently than the soup simmering stew
@21??the more gently simmering stew than the soup

This is precisely what Halliday's analysis predicts: the adverbial group is different from
submodifying adverb complexes in the nominal group.

Given Halliday's recognition of the adverbial goup, Huddleston finds it sEange that there is no
adjectival group in the grammar. The simple answer is that of course there is an adjectival group;
it is a kind of nominal group, with an adjective as Head, just as the 'substantival' group is a kind
of nominal group, with a 'substantive' as Head: Huddleston's puzzle is just a matter of delicary.

2.2 Rankshift versus hypotaxis

Huddleston's discussion in this section deals with Hailiday's interpretation of the traditional
category of subordination - a category Halliday never adopted and which is now recognized as
being very problematic (see e.g. Cumming, 1984; Haiman & Thompson, 1984; cf. also further
below). This topic is very important but the issues Huddleston brings up are desciptiae ones and
have nothing to do with Halliday's theory of rank: Huddleston's preferred analysis is a
descriptive alternative and could be accommodated within Halliday's theory without any
problems (as will be noted below). It is thus a source of confusion to indude the discussion as part
of the general discussion of the theory of rank, but we have chosen to follow Huddleston's outline
for ease of reference.

Halliday uses a rhetorically natural approach to clause combining in his accouirt of the clause
complex; his functional interpretation shows how the grammar embodies the rhetorical
principles of the organization of text. This is a crucial step in our understanding of grammar but it
would take far too long to go into here: see Matthiessen & Thompson (1987); cf. also Martin
(1988). The approach also gives us a way of deaiing with spontaneous spoken discourse (see
Halliday, 1985a) and to bring out the difference belween it and the written mode of
organization, found for example in extreme forms the English of science, humanities, and public
administration. Beaman (1984) provides evidence that Halliday's distinction between
hypotaxis and embedding supplies us with a critical tool in exploring these differences.

In Halliday's treatment, clauses combine through interdependency, either paratactically or
hypotactically. The category of hypotaxis is in a sense intermediate between parataxis
(coordination, apposition, and so on) and rankshifted clauses serving as constituents of clauses or
groups (i.e., embedded clauses) and means that clauses can be seen to combine without one being
embedded in the other.

Huddleston objects to Halliday's differentiation between rankshifted (embedded) clauses and
hlpotactically related ones. He focuses on two types of example, temporal enhancing
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expansionl6 Vte teft before the aote nns taken )-and projection (he assumed that she uns guilty).Let's first consider the objection in the context of enh;d;f,ypJ*ir.

iILTY::::?"1;r"fTj:::.*Tf.,: llirrd:y':.:9"1 of.the crause comprex, the crause belore'::,"ff"7;:-,'"X:^:::y:?:*li^':i1,"0.. 4 ,"r';;;=;;J.:;;ff'il"tliiii"i??i'i
i:::X' :*LT:^:L111::'i."1,-TT ult.ac;ordlne Ie il';il'"ir'Ja"p*ii? .i"lK ffi';"'{:
ff iTiii::":*Y^31*:Jl'*:u4ore1{iig;;;h;;i;;";;',;,';;;;';ffi.f il".'i;*5 fl-TF;;i #*s'; ;;",f" .fu g ";o' ff"';#': "T,at this argumenf let,Jconsider a few observations.

behave in the same way. Before looking

(i) what to treat as the basic agnation. In the analysis Huddleston seems to prefer, the clausebelore the wte uns faken. would fresumably be embe'ddea as an aolunct in he left ....-- and thereis no theoretical problem with this in a rank-bus"a grarn nar (indeed, this is precisely thetreatment Hudson opted for in Huddleston et al. (19"6g); see further below). But notice theconsequence of this analysis: it divorces clause combinations of this kind f;;;;-u,roi. clausecomplexes such as he teft, then the wte uns taken, wheteas the two types are brought togetherin HaLlidav's analvsis., whlch operates *it1 
1v9"1".d. dJ iaratactic clause comprexes. InHalliday's interpretation, the combination fte left before the wie was taken would be related tothe paratactic complex he left, then the wte was taiien. ln Huddleston,s interpretation, thisrelationship would t" --ir"t"ry-r"rt.-Hrraaleston doesn't say why he would treat the(dependent) clause before thi aote was taken and. *re phrase befori the iebate i, ur" ,*" *uyrather than the (dependent) clause before the aote uni toi* 

-^a 
the independent clause fhenthe wte was taken' And.yet,-t}t" go.r;itt! of hypotaxis together with parataxis is one of thebasic properties of Halliday's moid .ir ui".q"*it comptex"- a properry which is brought outagain and again in the discussion and in tables tinougho;t crrapter 7 of IFG. In generar, therewill always be potentially conflicting criteria *heri,r" gi;rp constructions toget5er intoagnation sets and we have to choodthe account that privides us with the moit powerfulgeneralizations' It is *roroyshl{ misleading to pretend, as Huddreston d.o€s, that the situation isclear-cut and that the.re is*onl{ ole ugnltio" relation to take into consideration. Halliday,saccount foregrounds the agnation betieen parataxis and hypotaxis and it also allows us toexplain why before the wte uns taken is lmmediately accessibli io utg;rr entation in d.iscoursejust as a paratactically related clause ,"orla U",

(43) A: He teft before the vote was taken.
B: Was it?

(4a) A: He left and then the vote was taken.
B: Was it?

(As noted above in section II:1, rankshifted clauses are not discourse accessible in this way.)
But there is a wider academic context of discussion Huddleston does not refer to, whictr is cominginto focus quite clearlv- in ̂ current li"gistic 

1Tearch. Halliday's notion of the clause complex ashe developed it in the 1960s in assoclldon with Huddleston (cr- rtuaateston, 1965) anticipates arecelrt movement on the part of several researchers to re-examine and re-evaluate thetsaditional notion of subordiration_that is typicaty hkel for tanted in grammatical analysis -'see for example Mtrnro (1ggz), Haiman & Thompson (rggatvan varin (19g4), Forey & vanvdin (1984), and the colrecrion;i p"p;;;aiman & Thompson (1989).

[lll where similarities can be captured. Huddleston writes that "it_ is strange that in a theorythat attadres prime importance to function" examples ,.r.r, u, 1," Ieft before the uote uns takenmd rtc lelt before the de'ate (Huddresion aso inctui", pro;�Jro' t *", we,ll get to it berow)
*j:j^: _s'":i:,"^.,1j:9::*y. 

airre'e'rt analyses o"'u.io,rni of the difference in intemalrntemalItsucture of the final element". But there are, of .o*r", "th";;;t; of bringing out the simitarity:
HH*f*:"'TH*:fu'".r' * 

-o'i'**;; 
(,i-;; ;irse, etc.) that recur rtuoughourgtatnmar, gives a synoptic :ymm*y of these types on pp. goo-i,'*;-?""iilr"."""*Lro"

endix to the discussion and illustrati,on of this phenomenon. (Huddleston does not refer to
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these although they are directly relevant to his criticism.) In other words, similarities of the
kind Huddleston perceives ztre not necessarily structural.

{iii) What is the nature of he left before the debate in any case? Huddleston presents the
analysis of. before the debate as Adjunct as the only relevant aspect of the interpretation of an
example like this in terrns of the IFG framework. However, Halliday's notion of grammatical
metaphor (Chapter 10 of IFG) allows us to take the analysis one step further. We can treat the
example as a clause complex (ke I$t before they stsrted to debate, or the like) that has been
construed metaphorically as a single clause; the dependent clause of that complex is construed as
a prepositional phrase serving as a Locative circumstance - see Figure 3.

be left belore tbe debate

Actor I Process Locative: ti me

d ___+ f]

Fig. 3: Congruent and metaphorical interpretations

Since Huddleston doesn't mention this possibility, it is not clear what he would think of it. He
might object that it is only relevant to reified processes lke debate but that he would want to
teat he left before nine and he left belore the wte was taken in the sarne way, contrasting them
with he left then the the uote uns taken. But the relationship between before nine and before
the aote was taken is somewhat less convincing than the relationship between belore the
debate,where nominalisation is involved, ar.td, before the wte uns taken.

Let's now turn to Huddleston's arguments that the clause before the uote was taken and the
phrase before the debate fturction in the same way. Huddleston's evidence is as follows:

(i) "Both can be fronted: before the debate I before the wte was taken he left." lt should be noted
that Halliday points out that the thematic p-'inciple is not limited to the clause; it is also in
operatron in the clause complex (Section 3.6 and Appendix 1 in IFG) and even in the structures of
the nominal group and the verbal goup. Thus by itself, the reourence of the thematic principle
does not constitute an argwnent that thematic elements must all have the same grammatical
fi:nction in the other functional components. Note also that the principle is in operation across
clauses that are not structuraily related (cf. Halliday, \982 on topic sentences etc. in text; see
furtlrer Martin, 1989b); for instance: They debaled. Then the aote was taken. : The uote was
taken. Earlier they had debated^ Presumably Huddleston would not consider this alternation an
argument in favour of the interpretation of. They dehated as a circumstantial adjunct comparable
to before the debate.

(ii) "Both can appear in the cleft construction; it was before the debate I before the aote uns
taken that he lefti' ln his chapter on clause complexes in Huddleston et al (1968), Hudson draws
the line between dependent clauses in hypotactic clause complexes and rankshifted clauses as
Adjuncts at a different place from where it is drawn in IFG. One of the distinguishing tests is the
possibility of focussing the clause in a 'cleft' construction. Clauses such as before the aote was
taken can be focussed and are t-hus treated as embedded Adiunct clauses. However, since-clauses
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(in the sense of 'reason') cannot be focussed and are consequently analysed as dependent clauses in
clause complexes' In general, elaborating and extend.ing cLauses carurot Ue cteftea; some enhancing
ones can whereas others cannot - see Table 4.

Table 4: The option of clefting with different hypotactic expansions

ft I sEange ttnt Huddleston doesn't draw attention to the difference discussed by Hudson (196g)
in his criticism of the analysis of before the uote was taken. As Hudson's account shows very
dearly, the issue is not whether there are dependent clauses hypotacticaily related to dominant
gnes in dause complexes (contrasting with rankshifted ones) brrt *hoe to draw the boundary
betr'veen dependent dauses and rankshifted ones. Halliday (f985) and Hudson (196g) draw it in
different places and that would s€ern to identify the empirical issue to address. Halliday gives
preference to the criteria having to do with discourse aciessibility and the parallelism between
parataxis and hypotaxis, whereas Hudson chooses to foreground other criteria. And there is, of
furce' no a priori reason why the so<alled cleft construction should not also operate within the
dause complex with respect to certain types of enhancing hypotaxis.

(iii) 'Both can be the focus of an interrogative: did he leaae before the debate I before the uote
arc taken?" This is a matter of the distribution of information into information trniti, which is a
variable independent of the distribution into clauses: cf. Halliday (7967: $a).

!fu.) 
'qd' perhaps most damagingly for Halliday's analysis, they can be coordin ated: He teft

t(ore the defute or (at least) before the aote uas taken." But there is nothing in Hallidayls
ttss€fn to block the analysis of this pattern. Either we c;rn treat the clause belore the wte was
*at as rankshifted in this environment, serving as t}te extending element in a group/phrase
,!TPle.*_9t *e can analyze the example as an ellipucai clause coirplex: He teft biJoreine aebate
{r" Fu t4tl fut latst) before the wte wai taken. Both analyses are tieoretically possible.

See, then, that none of .Huddleston's objections to Halliday's analysis are "damaging,' and
the alternative Huddleston proposes -- the traditional account -- misses important

izations about the parallels between parataxis and hypotaxis. We culn now turn to the
type of example, projecting hypotaxis.

cleft i mpossi ble cleft possi ble

elaborot ion

extension

enh€ncement i f l e v e n  L t / . .  .
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(2) Projecting hypotaxis (reporting). Huddleston argues that since we can get too much was

iimptg'orruird 
' 'and, 

thai in" ,oi guitty was simpty assumed, therefore the two active

L*-nir"r he assumed too much and.he-assuined tlut she ttns guilty should both be analysed the

*" *ruy. But he doesn't relate this to the use of the substitute form so, as in

(45) Is she guilty?
I assume so. [i.e., that she is guilty]

which is unlike phoric reference to embedding: luae gou broken the ghss? - yes, and I regret it

li.e., (the fact) tha't I'ue broken the glass I - see tFG, p. 23. Nor does he contrast it with

(46) Is she guilty?
It was assumedbY everybodY'

That is, I assume -- and - was assumed bg evergbody ate different with respect to the phoric

item used to presuppose the previous proposition. ffre former uses a substitute item, whereas tJre

latter uses a iefererrce item (there is no q uns assumed by aterybody).

In general the observations concerning enhancing hypotaxisare also relevant here. For instance'

it is important to note that Halliday's inaiysis relates the reporting structure f

saylthinkiassume that she is guittg to tire quoting structure I saylthinkfassume 
'She is

giitty' -- tl,i, agnation is losiif ttut she is guikg is treated as a clause embedded in the

?"poitittg clausJ Halliday's analysis thus brrngs out the proportionality of parataxis to

hypotaxis in boih expansion and projection:

(47) He left and then the vote was taken
(48) He left before the vote was taken

(49) I said "She is guiltY'
(50) I said that she was guiltY

The reported clause is arguable and thus accessible to the discourse, as hypotactic clauses in

general are:

(51) A: I assumed that she was guiitY
B: She wasn't!

Furthermore, the test with cleft that Huddleston relies on to demonstrate constituenthood is

problematic for most types of projecting hypotaxis; for example:

(52) ? It was that she was guilty that I said / thought / believed

In contrast. rankshifted clauses undergo theme predication without any problems:

(53) It was (the facl) that she was gurlty thal I regretted

And., as Hallid.ay points out (IFG p.245), examples can be found that are ambiguous between the

clause complex-structure and the clause structure with embedded clause' Thus, Mcrlc Anthony

feared that 
'Caesar 

was dend can mean either (i) 'he feared (and wished otherwise) that Caesar

was dead' (hypotaxis) or (ii) 'he feared (because of the fact) that caesar was dead'

(embedding). 
-Similarly, 

I'm worried that she doesn't know can mean either (i) 'I consider it

possibte (ana a- disturbed by the possibility) that she {9esn't know' (hypotaxis) or (ii) 'I'm

worried by the fact that she doesn't know' (embedding). This kind of ambiguity indicates the

need for recognizing both types of structure.

In summary, then, Huddleston's objections are descriptive, not theoretical. The real debate is

whether or not to distinguish two iypes of 'subordination', hypotaxis and embedding, and if
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distinguished, where to draw the line between them. Fawcett (1980), for example, working
within a theoretical framework closely related to Halliday's, treats all of Halliday's
hypotactic clauses through embedding, the very position which Auddleston seerns to espouse.
Similarly, Martin (1988), working within Halliday's own framework, suggests treating
hypotactic projeclions and enhancements simultaneously as clause constituents from the point of
view experiential (as opposed to logical) meaning; for examples, see Figure 4.

be said be'd go

Sager Process Ve r bi oge

d _-+ p

Fig. 4a: Simultaneous analysis as clause and dause complex

be left wben be got tired

Acto r P rocess Loceti ve: ti me

d -----+ p

Fig. 4b: Simultaneous analysis as dause and clause complex

The theory can thus be seen to accommodate a range of approaches to the question of'subordination'. Indeed it is precisely the theoretical extravagance to which Huddleston
consistently objects which makes this possible.

There are two additional matters to be noted in this section; both are examples of Huddleston
misrepresenting IFG.

(a) Huddleston writes (p. 145) of. uky she did it remains a mAstery that "according to Halliday,
utlty she did it is Head in a nominal group which again is subject of the main clause." He then
comments on this analysis in footnote 6: "I cannot see any justification for saying that it is Head
in a nominal goup structure rather than (immediately) Subject in clause structure: it cannot enter
into construction with any of the Pre'or Postmodifiers that are found in genuine nominal groups --
and it behaves differently from a nominal group with respect to extraposition and interrogative-
formation." This comment shoutd be read in the context of what Halliday acbually says (IEG, p.
219; our italics): "Where the embedded element functions as Head, we mag luue out the
intermediate (nominal group) step tn the analysis and represent the embedded clause or phrase
as functioning directly in the structure of the outer clause, as Subject or whatever. This is a
notational simplification; it does not affect the status of the embedded element as a
nominalization." The justification Huddleston cannot see is, of course, the agnation between why
she diil it remains a mgstery and the reason uity she did it remains a mystery - cf. similarly,
(the time) when, (the place) where, (the fact) that, etc.; when there is no Thing (reason, time,
place, fact, idu, and so on), the qualifying clause serves as Head and there are no premodifiers
of the absent fttgt but when there is a Thing it can, of course, be premodif ied: the strange reason
alry she did it, etc.. Huddl'eston's account would simply treat these agnate pairs as unrelated.

(b) Huddleston claims (p. M7-8) that since rather surprisingty al';rd uery carefutly are both
adverbial Sroups they "must consequmtly appear at the same place in the constituent strucLure"
in Halliday's analysis of an example such as they had alrendy rud the report aery carefulty l,
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rather surprisinglg" This daim is presumably an oversight on Huddleston's par$ the two clearly
do not appear at the same place in the constituent structure: aery carefullg is a circumstance of
Manner in the experiential constituency stmcture of the dause (and consequently a circumstantial
Adjunct), whereas rather surprisingly is a Comment Adjunct in the interpersonal constituency
structure of the clause (cf. IFG p. 83). In general, the multifunctional layering of the clause
Huddleston ultimately rejects allows us to 'locate' expressions in places that are
metafunctionally different without having to introduce further constituency bracketing (cf.
footnote 20 below).

2.3 Maximal and minimal bracketing

Huddleston's Section 2.3 is concerned with the contrast between maximal and minimal
bracketing, but his main point seems to be that "hypotactic univariate structures do not lend
themselves satisfactorily to the minimal bracketing principle": see below.

If we consider the bracketing of syntagms or sequences of classes (Halliday, 1966), there is more
than one tradition to be taken into account. Huddleston prefers a version of IC-analysis, the
approach developed within neo-Bloomfieldian linguistics, which leads to maximal
bracketing - as far as t}re major division of the dause goes, it reflects the Subject-Predicate
analysis of traditional logic and grammar. Both Pike and Halliday, on the other hand, have
developed approaches to analysis preferring a flat minimal bracketing of grammatical classes.
In this approach, constituency reflects the number of ranks in the grarrunar (e.g", clause,
group/phrase, word) rather than the number of words in the clause. Perhaps tlte most
immediately striking difference is that there is no VP (the dass translation of the traditional
funclion Predicate); but fhere are other important differences as well, such as the lack of the
bracketing introduced by the existence of S-bar as well S and COMP (cf. the table provided at
the beginning of Section II:2). It should also be noted that maximal bracketing has also been
rejected by pure dependency grammarians, in modem times from Tesnidre (1959) onwards.

In Halliday's (e"9., 1966) work it is important to note the distinction between syntagm and
structure. A syntagm is simply a flat minimal bracketing of grammatical classes such as norninal
goup ^ verbal group ^ nominal gtoup.The syntagm is complemented by a multi-layered funclion-
structure. (Halliday's distinction anticipates the distinction developed within functionally
oriented formal theories such as LFG between c-structure and f-structure.) As in LFG where c-
structure and f-structure may impose distinct bracketings requiring unification,lT Haniday's
function structwe may contain certain groupings that do not correspond to the classes of the
minimally bracketed syntagm -- groupings such as the Mood element of the interpersonal layer of
clause structure.

The reason for this lack of correspondence is that Halliday's functions are not simply re-
labellings of word and group/phrase cl,asses according to what they do, as in the slot and filler
approach adopted in Tagmemics. (Huddleston's (1984) own functions are of this latter kind.)
This follows from the fact that the point of entry into the grammar is the clause rather than the
word: the basic question is not "what functron does this word or group serve?" but rather, "how is
the clause organized to make meaning?" The functions, in other words, are designed to capture
fr.rndamental proportionalities in the grammar and these proportionalities differ from one meta-
function to the next. For example, the Theme ̂  Rheme structure captures proportionalities of the
following kind (Themes underlined, Rhemes not):

Senserl Subject : Phenomenon/Subject

(54) l love it : it pleases me
(55) I loathe it : it appalls me
(56) I realized it : it struck me

However, a different structure, Mood Residue, is required to bring out the following dialogic
proportionalities (Moods underlined, Residues not) :

I
, i t
l s
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u
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Mood^Reidue: Mood

(57) I'd love ir: Would you?
(58) I'll loathe it : Wilt you?
(59) I had realized it : Had you?

Maximal bracketing,. in contrast, generates considerable labelling which serves neither toidentify independently motivated grammatical classes nor to bring out proportionalities in thesystem.

The differentiation betlveen syntagm and function structure is obviously an important principle inHalliday's theory and has been since the 1960s; for instance, only units of particular classes arethe-points of origins of systems -- functional elements r.r.tt ur Mood and Theme that are notrealized by units are not the points of origins of systems. Furthermore, it is not necessary to createclasses (phrase categories)_whose only niotivation is to provide il-.twJl;;"or"r- ir"c[iona]elements can take care of that.

Huddleston takes issue with hypotaxis in relation to minimal bracketing. He writes that ,,it
seerns to-me that hypotactic univariate structures do not lend themselves=satisfactorily to the
1mim1t bracketing principle." This claim seerns rather odd in view of the contrast between anIC analysis of those two splendid old electric trainss as contrasted with the analysis of it in
terms of hypotactic univariate strucfurel8 in Figure 5.

mEXi mal - -
co nsti t ue nc g

min imol  - -
i ntede pe nde nc g

tbose two splendid olil electric trains

Fig. 5: Bracketing and structure type

On9 o! the properties of hypotactic univariate structure is precisely that the logical ordering itembodies (a 13 r 6 and so on) represents the successive modification without necessitating theintroduction of intermediate nbdes. That is, hypotactic univariate structure allows us to
represent Broups and complexes without recursive maximal bracketing.l9

However, Huddleston's objection centres on the differences in the treatrnent of examples such asthe clause I'll tell him the truth under such.circumstances (anaiyzed multivariately; and theclause complex I'lI telt him you cttted' if you lir.e (artalyzed. univariately). The two analyses arecontrasted in Figure 6.

Huddleston suggests that the difference in analysis is a property of the t],eory, not of English:"In this case, you called and if you lke appear at diffeienf hierarchical levels -- so tiat wehave a maximal level type of analysis. And again this difference in the treatrnent of ll,il tetthim the truth under such circumstances ), myrimal bracketing, and, [I'il tell him you calted if youIfte ], maximal bracketing, is simply an artefact of the model-and the description.,,
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clEuse
(  mul t ivar i te)

c lause complex
(  un ivar ia te)

Subj Fi nite Pred ComPl ComPl Adj unct

rrnder srrcb circumstanees

if you like

11"I '

11I '

tell Lim

teIl Li"m

tbe truth

you celled
Rd
lds
bd

p

Fig. 6: Bracketing in clause vs. dause complex

Now, if the difference were simply an artefact, we should find a systanatic distinction within

the clause that matches the distinction in the clause complex represented by the different

structures for I'Il tell him gau'Il be there if you can (a ^ aF ^ 
130) and I'll tell him you called if

you lke (aa ^ ap ^ 
B)" That is, we should be able to find the two alternative bracketings shown

in Table 5.20

Table 5: Bracketing in clause and clause complex (i)

(Here it is necessary to stop to correct Huddleston's claim that Halliday's analysis of I'll tell
him you'Il be there if gou can is a [3 t; it is not - it is a Ba pp: cf. IFG pp. 200-1. The reason is
very simple: the domain of the projeetion of. I'tt tell him is you'll be there if you can artd not just

you'It be-there; the extent of thsdomain can be see clearly with the paratactic altemative: I'll

tell him 'Henry'll be there il he can'. Compare

(60) I'll tell him you'll be there if you can
(61) I'11 tell him "Henry'll be there if he can"

I'1I teII Lim you ca1led, if you likeI 
a trutl lruraer suclr '11 te l I  L iml tb  ,c i rcumstences

p

I '11 tel l  L im you' l l  be tbereI'11 te1l ni'ltu i'"tllq:'^..:-Tl
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(62) I told him to be there if he could
(63) I told him 'Be there if you can"

(64) I thought he'd be there if he could
(65) I thought "He'11 be there if he can"

Related to Huddleston's erroneous analysis of. I'll tell him you'll be thue if you can is probabty
his claim that (15) (iii) a 13 T occurs in IFG but not (ii) c Fa pp. This claim is simply incorrect;
both occur - see e.g. IFG p. 201.)

However, as long as there is no evidence for a sgstematic alternation of this kind, the minimal
bracketing of the multivariate analysis achieves precisely what we want to say: potentially
different scopes are not reflected in the strucLure of the clause, whereas clauses can combine to
give different bracketings, as shown in Table 6.

(Note that both of the hypotactic clause complexes alternate with paratactic ones: a 13a, 1313 (e.g,
I'U tell him you'll be there if you can ) alternates with 1 2a 2p (e.g., I'll tett him 'Henry'lt be
there if he can" ) as shown in the proportionalities above. In contrast, aa a$ 13 (e.g., I'lt teil
him you called if you l*e ) altemates with aI o2 f3 (e.g., I'It teil him "Henry called" il gou
Ifte ) as follows:

(66) I'll tell him you called if you like
(67) I'11 tell him "Henry called" if you like

(68) I'll tell him to be there when I can
(69) I'll tell him "Be there" when I can

(70) I thought he'd be there when I was home
(71) I thought "He'11be there" when I was home

These alternations demonstrate the need for the two alternative bracketings which Halliday
provides for.)

In his summry of the discussion, Huddleston argues that the hlpotactic univariate structure a B
1etc. is unmotivated and interpreted inconsistently. However, it is neither unmotivated nor
interpreted inconsistently. (i) First, it is not unmotivated. On the one hand, we need a B 1, as
well as both a Ba pp and aa ap B, as the following examples (due to Halliday) show:

(72) infant birth
1 1 3

(73) record birth
(3 af3

rate ('rate of birth of infants')
q.

rate (birth-rate of record proportions')
qa

rate ('rate of still-births')
a

On the other hand, the structure a p T allows us not to have to choose between a Ba BB and
aaalSB, as in the following example (from G. Plum, pointed out by Halliday, p.c.):

(75) a it appeared that Teddy,
B who owned the most magnificent dachshund,
1 which was Lurid Liberace, ...

(74) still btth
Pa PP
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Table 6: Bracketing in clause and clause complex (ii)

(ii) Huddleston claims that a B 1is interpreted inconsistently, one way in the clause complex
and one way in the notninal group. However, the interpretations are simply different, not

inconsistent. What the grammar represents is the highly generalized notion of modification --

hypotactic interdependmg (a p 1etc.). It is reflected formally in the grarunar in the treatment

oi ttte dependent elements in relation to the elements they are dependent on in a hypotaclic

chain: the dependency is marked. As can be expected, the exact nature of the marking is
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